Bardo: A Night In The Life Brings Home A Win for Vermont PBS
At New England Emmy Awards

Colchester, VT – June 18, 2019 – Bardo: A Night In The Life took home a New England Emmy award this weekend for audio work by Dave Rice, Audio Engineer; Josh Sicard, Sound Technician; and Joe Egan, Audio Mixer.

“Hats off to everyone who worked so hard on Bardo, especially Dave Rice, Josh Sicard, and Joe Egan,” said Holly Groschner, President and CEO of Vermont PBS. “From the phenomenal acts featured at Higher Ground to the high-energy interviews with rockstar host Ryan Miller, Bardo is all about connecting viewers with some of the best music that comes to Vermont. Vermont PBS is proud to have the recognition of its broadcast peers across New England for its high-quality production.”

Bardo is a collaboration between Vermont PBS and Higher Ground to transport viewers from live performances to the life of the performer. The series combines behind-the-scenes conversations between host Ryan Miller of the band Guster and an exciting array of artists, with live HD concert footage filmed by Vermont PBS at Higher Ground. Each episode tells the stories of today's most inspiring musicians and discovers what motivates them. Season one, for which Bardo was nominated, features Kat Wright, Caroline Rose, Madaila, and Lake Street Dive. Season two features The Milk Carton Kids, tune-yards, San Holo, and Rubblebucket.

Vermont PBS programs were nominated for seven awards. Bardo was also nominated in the “Director Non Live (Post Produced)” and “Photographer – Program” categories. Watch full episodes of Bardo: A Night In The Life seasons one and two now at vermontpbs.com/bardo.

ABOUT VERMONT PBS
Vermont PBS connects neighbors through stories that change lives. As Vermont’s only statewide independent TV station, Vermont PBS is a powerful catalyst that informs, educates and inspires. When you support Vermont PBS, you help all Vermonters learn, grow, and contribute to our great state and the world. Learn more at vermontpbs.org.
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